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Praised be Jesus Christ, now and forever! 

Bishop Barres, thank you for the honor of your invitation to offer this annual Diocesan Red 

Mass homily.  It is always a joy to return to the Allentown Diocese. 

My brother priests, deacons, religious and all the faithful, especially the members of the Saint 

Thomas More Society and all who are professionals in the legal community, it is a privilege to be 

with you this evening.  I want to extend a warm welcome, also, to all the students who are here this 

evening.  I am sure that there are a number of future lawyers among their number, as well as, I hope, 

some future priests and religious.   

In this Red Mass we invoke the power of the Holy Spirit at the beginning of the new judicial 

term on the important work that you do.  We ask God’s blessing on your service that is of such 

weighty consequence to society, as members of the judiciary, elected government officials and 

members of the bar associations.   Your participation in this Red Mass is a true encouragement for 

us who place our trust in you as agents of justice and servants of the civil order and the public good.  
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As the president of the Pennsylvania Catholic Conference for only a brief 6 months, my 

understanding of the important role of the Church in the public square and the dialogue between 

faith and reason in the making of law and public policy has matured.  Speaking and acting from the 

perspective of objective moral truths with the freedom of religious conscience has been challenging 

and, as you know well, fiercely challenged. 

People have asked this question in earnest or, oftentimes, in jest:  Can lawyers be saints?  All 

the frequently told jokes turn the phrase “a saintly lawyer” into an oxymoron.  One story that typifies 

popular humor describes a grave stone with an inscription that reads: “Here lies John Smith - a 

lawyer and a holy man.”  Someone reading the headstone is said to have remarked, “How did they 

ever find two men named John Smith and bury them both in one grave?”   

However, in truth the Church has known and recognized many, many saintly lawyers: 

Cyprian, Ambrose, Jerome, Benedict, Gregory the Great, Thomas A Becket, Raymond of Peñafort 

and many others who were all lawyers and laity, clerics, monks, bishops, popes and SAINTS.  Many 

more recent saints practiced law: Thomas More, the patron saint of your society, Charles Borromeo, 

Peter Canisius, Francis de Sales and Alphonsus Liguori to name but a few.  Some of these saints left 

their law practice only with great unwillingness.  Others practiced law until their deaths and found 

there in the practice of law a way to holiness.  Luigi Beltrame Quatrocchi who died only in 1951 was 

a lawyer his whole life and was canonized 2001, just thirteen years ago.  What’s more he and his wife 

were canonized together – the first married couple ever to be canonized together and the husband 

and father of the family was a lawyer. 

All in all – and this may surprise - lawyers seem to be the MOST represented profession 

among the ranks of canonized saints. 

What does a holy lawyer look like?  The range of saintly lawyers that I have named suggests 

a very diverse range of personalities.  But what they had in common far outweighs their significant 

diversity.  Each had an unswerving commitment to justice whatever the cost, a proper understanding 

of the relationship between faith and reason, a humility before divinely revealed truths and Church 

teachings, a deep prayer life and a willingness to give witness to their faith both within their profession 

and outside of it.  They knew that law cannot be separated from morality.  They understood that the 

making of law and the practice of law must respect and be founded on God’s order. 
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The Red Mass calls on the Holy Spirit to guide you in your profession and therefore is to 

aid your sanctification so that in and through your practice of the law you can fulfill your baptismal 

call to holiness - the call we have all received from God to be saints. 

The Lord’s parable in today’s Gospel is a story of stark contrasts.
1

  There was a Rich Man.  

We are not told how he became rich: by hard earned success?  by way of an inheritance?  Did he 

come by his fantastic wealth honestly or not?  Jesus does not say.  There was a poor man.  How did 

he become poor?  Again we do not know.  The Rich Man has no name.  The poor man is given a 

name – something very rare in the Gospel parables.  He is Lazarus.  The Rich Man covers his body 

with purple garments and fine linen.  The body of Lazarus was covered with wounds, sores which 

the street dogs licked.  The Rich Man feasted luxuriously every day. The poor man was hungry every 

day.  The Rich Man died and was buried.  Lazarus also died but he was carried by angels to the 

bosom of Abraham. 

As dramatic as the contrasts were between the two men in this life, they become even more 

accentuated in the reversal that occurs post mortem.  The Rich Man is frying in a place of torment.  

Lazarus finds himself in heaven’s high rent district in the embrace of Abraham. 

The Rich Man lacks counsel to plead his case.   So he represents himself.   First, he asks for 

a small gesture of relief – a drop of water from the tip of Lazarus’ finger to cool his tongue.  We 

might expect Abraham to be cast here in the role of Judge but in the parable he is truly Father 

Abraham.  He even responds to the Rich Man’s request by addressing him as “My Child.” 

Abraham gives a two-part response to the plea for relief.   First, he tells the Rich Man to 

REMEMBER:  remember the way it was on earth.  Ponder how the Poor Man, Lazarus, lay outside 

your door – a door that never opened for him.  Although Abraham addressed him as “My Child,” 

the parable makes it clear that the Rich Man was not a true child of Abraham.  If he were Abraham’s 

authentic child, he would have done what Abraham did in his lifetime and was doing at that moment:  

embracing the poor one, the sick one, and the hungry one.  The Rich Man is told to remember his 

indifference, his complacency, his self-absorbed comfort. 

                                                           
1
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The second part of Abraham’s response to the Rich Man denies any hope of an appeal.  

Abraham instructs the Rich Man that there is a non-negotiable chasm that separates the fortunate 

from the unfortunate in eternity and it is impossible for the well off in eternity to assist the damned.  

The Rich Man understands perhaps for the first time – although he should have known – that the 

time before death is the time for action.  The time after death is the time for consequences – 

consequences that are unchangeable and unchanging. 

The Rich Man now lacking any hope of personal relief enters another plea before Father 

Abraham.  “I have five brothers and I do not want them to end up here in this place of torment.  

Give an order and send Lazarus to warn them while they still have time to change.”  All of a sudden 

and for the first time he sees that Lazarus might have a purpose – to do his will. 

This second plea is also denied by Abraham.  The five brothers already have all that they 

need to avoid their deceased brother’s fate and to arrive with Lazarus at lasting comfort and joy.  

They have Moses and the prophets.  They have the LAW and the writings of those who in Israel’s 

history called the people to greater fidelity to God’s LAW.    If the five brothers have not listened to 

Moses and the prophets, then the scare tactic of Lazarus’ ghost appearing to them will be of no 

consequence.   

When reflecting on the Gospel parables, it can be very profitable to ask ourselves, “With 

which character in the story can I identify myself?”  Am I the Rich Man?  Am I Lazarus or Abraham?  

Today may I suggest that all of us and especially you who serve society through your legal professions 

should identify with the five brothers? 

You and I have all that we need.  We have been given God’s Law.  We have the Scriptures, 

which inspire us to live more fully as God intends us to live.  We have the teachings of the church 

in which God’s revealed truths are clarified and applied to our lives.  We have the sacraments to 

strengthen us.  We have the Laws of our land, which are meant to order our society so that every 

person can achieve her or his God given destiny.  We have the example of many selfless and 

dedicated professionals at law who prepared the way for us.  We have our education in law and the 

rich treasure of scholarship and jurisprudence to direct us.  And YES above all else, we have been 

given the unsurpassable gift of Someone who has been raised from the dead, Someone who fulfills 

all that Moses and the prophets gave us.  We have a Risen Savior and we have the Holy Spirit of 
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Truth who inspires and enables us to walk in truth and justice with God and one another.  We have 

already been given all that we need. 

The question is how will we use all that we’ve been given?  How well do we listen and heed?  

Toward whose good, whose well-being will we direct this treasure that has been entrusted to us?  

These are not mere pious musings but critical questions for our society and our own salvation. 

Despite all the advantages that were given them, the Rich Man and, we are led to believe, his 

five brothers as well, were so driven by a self-interest so powerful that it blinded them to reality.  

They had their own agendas and they allowed their intellects and wills to determine what was right 

and what was the right way to behave.  The Rich Man had closed his eyes, his mind and his door to 

what God wanted him to see, to know, to do.  This solipsism – this interest in self as the measure of 

reality – is alive and well today in our culture, in our time.  Saint John Paul II accurately described 

this contemporary societal problem as a “Crisis of Meaning.”
2

 In his 1998 encyclical, Faith and 

Reason, our late Holy Father portrayed the “Crisis of Meaning” as a failure to experience being an 

integral part of something larger than ourselves as individuals.  He exposed our society’s loss of 

confidence in our reason and our capacity to know total and definitive truth (Fides et Ratio, n. 82).
3

 

Saint John Paul II insists that we must accept “the capacity of the human person to arrive at 

the knowledge of the truth” (Fides et Ratio, n. 82).  He teaches, “Human intelligence is not restricted 

to appearances alone but is strong enough to attain with certainty intelligible reality, even though as 

a result of sin, our intelligence is obscured and weakened … This applies equally,” he insists, “to 

judgments of the moral conscience which Holy Scripture treats as capable of being objectively 

known” (Fides et Ratio, n. 82). 

Our first reading, the passage from the Book of Deuteronomy, knows and teaches this very 

thing: “The command I give you is not too wondrous or remote for you. … It is something very near 

to you, in your mouth and in your heart, to do it” (Deut 30:11, 14).   
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 HERMS, EILERT. “Objective Truth: Relations between Truth and Revelation in the Encyclical Fides et Ratio,” in 

Henning, Lawrence and Parsons, Susan Frank, eds. Restoring Faith in Reason (London: SCM Press, 2002): 206-224. 
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This “Crisis of Meaning” which the Holy Father wrote about 16 years ago has today become 

epidemic in our nation and world.  It is so evident in the way laws are interpreted and applied and 

in the enacting of laws and public policy.  We cannot help but recognize in this crisis the Rich Man’s 

refusal to open his eyes to see and his mind to grasp objective truth. 

Today according to the prevailing sentiment, we no longer need to strive to apprehend things 

as they are but we translate them into what we want them to be.  What is right and what is just no 

longer resides in objective realities outside of ourselves but in our own desires and wills, informed 

not by objective truth but by self-serving agendas and ideologies. Those driving this agenda fail to 

understand that they are an integral part of something much larger than themselves. 

We need only look to the current legal erosion of the institution of marriage and the certainly 

catastrophic consequences that will necessarily unfold for the family and for society.   We have only 

to look to the deadly jeopardy in which the most vulnerable human persons live – the pre-born 

persons in their mothers’ wombs and increasingly the frail elderly.  Despite the testimony of the 

centuries, marriage is now considered to be whatever we want it to be.  Family is what we want it to 

be and despite the amazing advances in embryology and the DNA-driven development of the human 

person, the unborn are what we want them to be.  

There is a distrust, a cynicism regarding the precepts of the natural, moral law.   In such a 

highly secularized society as ours where the Rich Man’s individualism and self-interest have become 

paramount, it becomes difficult to recognize objective truth and moral good.  Unless we devote 

ourselves to working with eyes and minds open to God’s order written into His creation, our society 

is reduced to a system of competing interests where inalienable rights can be trumped and whatever 

is most functional or utilitarian becomes the only acceptable moral norm.  And what has been 

recognized as objectively wrong or evil from time immemorial becomes normal and normative.  As 

with the five brothers, we have already been given all that is necessary to do what we know God asks 

of us.   

My friends in Christ who have been called to the service of the law, you have a sacred trust 

before God and before society to labor to translate these objective truths into social, legal facts.  Not 

all of these concerns are placed into your hands but they are illustrative of the challenges you deal 
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with day in and day out.  They exemplify the kinds of opportunities you have to open eyes, minds, 

hearts and doors and serve the supreme ideals of objective truth, moral goodness and justice. 

May the Holy Spirit empower you to live your vocation in the service of truth and authentic 

goodness and love. May the Holy Spirit gift you with a spirit of detachment from the desire for 

honors and wealth and give you a serene humility and joy in the service you render.  May the Holy 

Spirit confirm in you a confident inner strength to sustain you in adversity and in the face of every 

opposition.  May God the Holy Spirit whom we invoke in this Red Mass guide you to live and work 

in such a manner that your entire life in service to God and neighbor will prepare you for eternal 

happiness when you are adjourned from this time of conversion and enter upon the time of 

unchangeable and unchanging consequences. 

 

Our Lady, Mirror of Justice, pray for us. 

Saint Thomas More, patron of statesmen, politicians and lawyers, pray for us. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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